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1  INTRODUCTION 

Modern technology allows creating more video content than in the past and high 

bandwidths system at high frequencies allow transferring better quality for us. If the 

20th century can be described as a period of analog television, then the 21th century 

is a period of digital multimedia systems. Currently, there is a big interest in 

multimedia systems, not just in digital televisions. Now there are three major systems 

to transfer multimedia content: DVB (Digital Video Broadcasting) [1], IPTV (Internet 

Protocol Television) [2] and the unicasting [3].  

Nowadays, the trend is to deliver still higher quality of video services to the 

customers. In contrast to the analog television, all these digital systems need some 

compression of the video sequences from the camera. Even though modern 

transmission systems support high bandwidths, they are still insufficient for the 

transmission of uncompressed video. Video encoding is a process in which there is a 

reduction of relevance and redundancy of the source video. Video applications on the 

internet are more expanded day by day and they are consuming much more of 

available bandwidth than in the past. In the future, it is also expected that the trend 

will move from Full HDTV (High Definition Television) to Ultra HDTV. Hence, 

efficient video compression with flexible parameters is a key factor for UHDTV video 

quality. Nowadays, there is consideration of introducing a modern encoder HEVC or 

VP9. 

Codecs H.265 known as HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) [4] and VP9 [5] 

are successors of the most popular codecs H.264 also known as MPEG-4 AVC 

(Advanced Video Coding) and VP8. H.264 is nowadays used in most multimedia 

applications (e.g. HDTV broadcasting in DVB-T). VP8 was used for videos on 

YouTube, but it was replaced by the latest VP9. The HEVC encoder is used for 

broadcasting Ultra HDTV for IPTV Netflix and will be used in the upcoming DVB-

T2. We can expect a new technology that will come and improve the user experience, 

for example, 3DTV (stereoscopic TV) or HFR (High Frame Rate) video. 

Three-dimensional (3D) video is one of the next generation TV services with 

specific features from the video image quality point of view. Naturally, efficient 

compression tools enabling significant bitrate reduction to ease 3D video distribution 

are an integral part of any practical 3D video system implementation. Consequently, 

it is necessary to find appropriate video codecs whose performance will be sufficient 

to encode stereoscopic view, one for each eye. Therefore, each modern encoder has a 

3D extension for its 2D encoder, which can reduce redundancy of the second view. 

Assessing the impact of the compression tool for stereoscopic video is very important 

for emerging video services.  
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1.1 THE TRANSMISSION CAPACITY OF DVB STANDARDS 

At the beginning, it is necessary to determine how high bit rates are available in the 

Czech Republic for the receiving of television by different DVB standards. Multiplex 

throughput is determined by various parameters of the physical layer. On the other 

hand, the provider adjusts a single stream (TV program) by themselves. Each program 

in the multiplex has a different bitrate, according to the requirements of the provider. 

Table 1 shows the parameters of the individual standards which were measured. 

Table 1: Measured parameters of the individual DVB standards and program ČT24. 

Standard DVB-T DVB-S DVB-S2 

Modulation scheme OFDM 8K QPSK 8PSK 

Transmission capacity of the multiplex [Mbps] 19.9 38.0 45.0 

The average bitrate of the ČT24 program [Mbps] 3 2 4 

 

The measurements were carried out the entire day, i.e. 24 hours. The measurement 

was performed on the program ČT 24. It is unencrypted and video quality can be 

measured. Figure 1 shows the data flow of bitrate for the TV program ČT 24 during 

twenty-four hours. The violet line is the average value of bitrate for 24 hours. The 

blue line indicates average values per hour. The yellow bar graph shows the maximum 

and minimum of the bitrate. The same description is for the video quality in Figures 

2-4.  

 
a) DVB-S   b) DVB-S2   c) DVB-T 

Figure 1: Average bitrate for program ČT 24 in standards: a) DVB-S, b) DVB-S2, c) DVB-T. 

As can be seen from Figures 2-4, video quality is changing over time. When 

Figures 1b and 3a are considered, it can be concluded that quality depends on bitrate. 

Distribution of DVQL-W quality over the duration is in Figures 2b-4b. From the 

histograms of the time of occurrence of the video quality, it is obvious that the most 

common value of quality is 89 % for DVB-S2, 84 % in the case of DVB-T and 80 % 

for DVB-S. 
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Figure 2: Standard DVB-S a) Average quality in 24 hours b) Duration of video quality. 

   
Figure 3: Standard DVB-S2 a) Average quality in 24 hours b) Duration of video quality. 

     
Figure 4: Standard DVB-T a) Average quality in 24 hours b) Duration of video quality. 

From the results, it is possible to determine that the highest transmission rate is in 

DVB-S2. This corresponds to the highest video quality in this system. 

1.2 DISSERTATION AIMS 

Goals in the dissertation thesis are summarized in the following paragraphs: 

▪ Modern Encoding Algorithms and Video Quality.  
The first aim is focused on the analysis of current and future modern encoding 

standards. The reason is that there is a big boom in the number of videos, but the 

bandwidths of transmission networks are limited. Another sub-goal is a comparison 

of available video sequences in Full HD and Ultra HD resolution. This is followed by 

analyses and assessments of spatial and temporal information of the new video 

sequences. Also, to create a database of video content suitable for future multimedia 

systems (high resolution, high frame rate). Analyses of common and advanced 

objective metrics and their comparison with subjective metrics are also highly 

required. Since a significant increase has been seen with high frame rate video, it is 
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necessary to use subjective tests to decide if the viewers will ever appreciate such 

videos.  

▪ Options of Video Encoding Acceleration. 

In the previous goal, we have only focused on video quality. However, video 

quality is not the only parameter which must be addressed during coding. The 

encoding speed is also important. For this reason, it is necessary to examine the 

possibilities of improvements which can be used for speeding up encoding. This can 

be achieved by various methods, including: Predefined quality profiles. Changing 

processor architecture and the version of the encoder. Using the graphics card (GPU) 

for hardware accelerated video encoding. As well as the impact of video bitrate on the 

speed of encoding.  

▪ Visual Quality in Stereoscopic TV.  

The task of this aim is also the quality of videos but not in monoscopic TV, like in 

previous goals, but in stereoscopic TV. One of the outcomes is creating a database of 

stereoscopic videos where various parameters are defined. This helps us estimate how 

good the Quality of Experience (QoE) for the users will be. The aim of the next 

subchapter should be to explore the performance of recent compression algorithms for 

3D stereoscopic video. This should be done by using objective and subjective methods 

of video quality. An important aspect should also be a comparison of the suitability 

of 2D objective metrics for stereoscopic video. In the case where no metric is able to 

achieve excellent correlations, developing an objective model for better modeling of 

stereoscopic subjective quality is necessary. Authentication of the created model on 

independent sequences is desirable due to validation and verification. 

2  MODERN ENCODING STANDARDS AND EVALUATION 

OF VIDEO QUALITY  

2.1 COMPARISON OF ENCODERS HEVC AND VP9 

Nowadays, interest in excellent video quality is rapidly increasing. Such interest is 

closely related to the provided video services in HD formats and in the future in UHD. 

It is evident that flexible and highly efficient video coding algorithms are very 

important to distribute video content in such formats and in a required quality. The 

aim of this section is to explore the encoding efficiency of HEVC and VP9 

compression tools for video content [6]. We would like to answer the following 

questions: What is the difference between HEVC and VP9 compression performances 

for video content in Full HD and UHD resolutions? Is there any significant difference 

in QoE for Full HD and UHD video content? Which objective metrics correlate well 

with users Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for HEVC and VP9 Full HD and UHD videos?  
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There were chosen videos with different spatial and temporal information’s, 

different frames per second for outdoor, indoor, and also synthetic video. The research 

was performed on uncompressed video clips [7]: “Run“, “Beauty“, “Tree“, “Cobra“. 

X.265 implementation of HEVC was chosen for encoding video.  

2.1.1 Quality Evaluation by Subjective and Objective Metrics 

The performance of the compressed video sequences in UHD resolution, evaluated 

by objective metrics and subjective method ACR are in this section. The raw 

subjective scores were processed to obtain the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). 

Objectively and subjectively measured qualities of the encoded video sequences in 

UHD resolution are shown in Figure 5, respectively. In each row, the first three 

columns of the graphs show the results of objective metrics: Peak Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Video Quality Metric (VQM). The 

last column shows the MOS scores representing the opinion of observers. The results 

of the HEVC encoder are green, the results of the VP9 encoder are orange. Below are 

described results for UHD resolution. 

▪ Tree  

In case of UHD resolution the VP9 slightly overcome HEVC. A similar effect can 

be found between the MOS values, In comparison with Full HD resolution, the QoE 

is not increasing linearly with the increasing bitrates. 

▪ Beauty 

Scores from PSNR and SSIM objective metrics for both HEVC and VP9 codecs 

are practically the same. There is no difference in encoding efficiency of both codes 

from 2 Mbps to 10 Mbps. However, at 20 Mbps the VP9 outperforms HEVC. In the 

case of Full HD resolution, the HEVC has slightly higher performance than VP9. 

▪ Run  

The QoE for both HEVC and VP9 compressed sequences highly depends on the 

considered bitrate. At higher bitrates, HEVC is better than VP9. Moreover, at 20 

Mbps, almost all participants rated the HEVC compressed sequences with the score 

“Excellent”.      

▪ Cobra  

The video “Cobra” has similar objective and subjective scores at different bitrates. 

While SSIM and VQM metrics practically show the same performances for HEVC 

and VP9 codecs, slight differences are indicated in QoE for HEVC and VP9. 

Interestingly, at the lowest (2 Mbps) and highest (20 Mbps) bitrates, the MOS scores 

are better for VP9 than for HEVC. 
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2.1.2 PSNR Metric in Encoder and Professional Tool 

Nowadays available video encoders can calculate the PSNR values during the 

encoding of the video sequences. Compared to professional video quality 

measurement tools, such a calculation can be less accurate because the encoder tries 

to display a better value to look more efficient. Figure 6 shows a comparison of PSNR 

values obtained from the HEVC encoder and VQMT tool [8]. The obtained PSNR 

versus bitrate curves show that the difference between the PSNR values is not higher 

than 2 dB.  

    
       a)PSNR Tree      b) SSIM Tree      c) VQM Tree     d) MOS Tree 

    
e) PSNR Beauty f)  SSIM Beauty g) VQM Beauty     h) MOS Beauty 

    
    i) PSNR Run      j) SSIM Run      k) VQM Run     l) MOS Run 

    
    m) PSNR Cobra     n) SSIM Cobra     o) VQM Cobra     p) MOS Cobra 

Figure 5: Results of quality evaluated by PSNR, SSIM, VQM and MOS with 95 % confidence 

interval for Ultra HD resolution. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of PSNR metrics obtained by HEVC encoder and VQMT program. 

2.1.3 Video Quality Based on PSNR versus Frames 

The video quality is changing during the time due to different temporal and spatial 

information in the video. Of course, this cause different objective values for each 

video frame. Such a phenomenon for the video “Duck” and “Bospor”, evaluated as 

PSNR vs. frame, is depicted in Figure 7. For both scenarios, 6 Mbps bitrate is 

considered. The video “Duck” starts with frames, where spatial and temporal 

information’s are low. These information’s gradually increasing between the frames 

90 and 200, which means lower estimated PSNR values for encoded videos. After 

that, thanks to lower spatial and temporal information’s, the PSNR is increasing. In 

the case of the video “Bospor”, almost constant PSNR values indicate significant 

spatial and temporal information’s. Similar PSNR values reflect that the encoder has 

enough information about the motion vectors.  

 

                        

 

Figure 7: PSNR versus Frames for the video “Duck” (left) and video “Bospor” (right). 

2.1.4 Conclusion of modern encoders and objective metrics 

The test results show that HEVC encoder offers better encoding compression 

efficiency than video encoded by VP9. In most cases, the results are the same on lower 

bitrates, but HEVC is better from bitrate higher than 1.5 Mbps for Full HD. The 

encoding speed of HEVC codec is an advantage. The time needed to encode 10 s of 
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Full HD video by HEVC was about 70 seconds. Time needed for VP9 was 

hundredfold longer. 

From a broader point of view, objective and subjective scores confirmed our 

general assumption that currently there is no significant difference between Full HD 

and UHD videos compressed by HEVC and VP9. The quality of using MOS for all 

videos encoded by HEVC is 2.72 and 2.57 for VP9. 

Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) was applied to the 

results. Results can be found in Table 2. After a thorough comparison of all objective 

and subjective scores, it can be concluded that, in our case, the VQM objective metric 

best reflects the user’s QoE for HEVC/VP9 compressed Full HD and UHD videos. 

Table 2: Correlation coefficient of objective metrics. 

Correlation Resolution 
Objective metric 

PSNR SSIM VQM 

SROCC 
Full HD 0.71 0.78 0.91 

UHD 0.68 0.80 0.89 

In the case of 6 Mbps bitrate, the MOS scores for Full HD and UHD video 

sequences sometimes show higher QoE in case of Full HD, independently of the 

considered video codec. See Table 3. Such a phenomenon is probably caused by 

different features of Full HD/UHD resolutions. The human brain can more tolerate an 

image with fuzzy edges than an image with distortions, due to lower bitrates. The 

encoding efficiency of HEVC and VP9 compression tools are very similar. 

Table 3: MOS for Full HD and Ultra HD videos for bitrate 6 Mbps. 

 Resolution 

Video Full HD (MOS) UHD (MOS) 

Tree 4.00 4.42 

Beauty 3.66 3.09 

Run 2.66 2.23 

Cobra 4.35 4.76 

The PSNR values estimated by the HEVC encoder and calculated by a professional 

tool revealed minor differences (lower than 2 dB) between the values. The difference 

is mostly constant for different bitrates and sequences. We can conclude that the 

metrics built in encoder can be used for accurate comparison of video quality, but only 

within an HEVC encoder. The built-in metric must be corrected for use to compare 

the coding efficiency of different encoders. Two representative examples show that 

PSNR values for each frame can be different due to different spatial and temporal 

information’s. Moreover, such a behavior is also depending on the used compression 

tool.  
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A dominant part of the objective video metrics calculates the average value based 

on the video quality in each frame. In general, the observer gives a worse evaluation 

for the video, in which the quality has a steep drop. On the other hand, videos with 

the same average quality with no drop in the quality obtain a better subjective score. 

This is the biggest drawback of all objective metrics. 

2.2 HIGH FRAME RATE VIDEO 

With the upcoming Ultra HD resolution, we have already reached a stage where 

higher resolution does not have so high importance because the human eye is not 

enough sensitive to take benefit from an even higher resolution. In the future, we can 

expect an expansion of video content with HFR. The aim of this chapter is to examine 

if the viewers appreciate the Ultra HD video with a higher frame rate encoded by 

HEVC. We would like to answer the question if viewers appreciate the impact of 

higher frame rates on the usual Ultra HDTV.  

Three videos were chosen for a set of test sequences. Description of videos is in 

Table 4. Source sequences were encoded by codec HEVC. Two quality levels were 

chosen, and each level is defined by its bitrate. Low bitrate 5 Mbps represents 

streaming with very limited bandwidth. On the other hand, bitrate 50 Mbps represents 

almost limitless bandwidth. We also focus on the fact if viewers appreciate the HFR 

video provided that are not limited by bandwidth. What is the difference if they are 

very limited by the bandwidth? In the case where we have the same bitrate, then at an 

HFR, the size of one frame is smaller than the size of the frame at low frame rates. 

That means whether people appreciate more fluency than image quality.  

Table 4: Parameters of sequences used in the test. 

Color Name Time [s] Description 

 
 

Park joy 10 Moving footage of the people running in the park. 

 
 

Aerial 10 View of the landscape by using a drone. 

 
 

Toddler Fountain 10 A child running inside the fountain. 

 

The impact of frame rate is more subjective aspect than evaluation of image quality. 

From this point of view, it is difficult to evaluate the exact perceptual improvement 

by switching from normal to the high frame rate. Participants compared a pair of two 

videos on a scale from -2 to +2. The limit value -2 means that the viewer conclusively 

prefers a smaller frame rate, while the value +2 indicates that the viewer prefers video 

with higher frame rate. The value 0 is the same quality for both frame rate. Results 

are not represented by the average values for a better understanding of the measured 

data. In the graphs, there are plotted cumulative boxplot for each value of QoE. Each 

video in the graph is represented by a different color, as can be seen in Table 4.  
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The result of QoE for the low bitrate of 5 Mbps at a high frame rate of 60 fps is 

ambiguous, see Figure 8 a). The QoE highly depends on the used video. In video 

“Aerial” viewers clearly preferred frame rate of 60 fps. In contrast to this fact, the 

preferred frame rate in sequences “Park Joy” and “Toddler fountain” was 30 fps. 

Preference of video “Aerial” in HFR version can be caused by the properties of this 

sequence. The video is captured by flight drone and the whole scene is moving. 

Unambiguous results are for QoE for frame rate 60 fps and bitrate 50 Mbps, as can be 

seen in Figure 8 b).  More than 75 % of viewers prefer HFR video. This applies to all 

sequences. About 20 % of viewers do not see the difference between frame rate 30 

and 60 fps. 

  
Figure 8: Spread of QoE for frame rate 30 and 60 fps with bitrate of a) 5 and b) 50 Mbps. 

In the case, if it is possible to have big data throughput, then viewers clearly prefer 

videos with higher frame rate. At lower bitrate results are not already conclusive. With 

the option of 30 and 60 fps, evaluation is extremely dependent on the type of sequence. 

Generally, it can be said that QoE strongly depends on the video sequence. In the 

optimal case, it would be perfect to have the option to switch the frame rate for each 

video. From the results, it is also clear that viewers can see the difference between the 

video with a classical frame rate and the HFR even though they have classic Ultra 

HDTV.  

3  HEVC - SPEED OF ENCODING AND HARDWARE 

ACCELERATED ENCODING 

3.1 THE SPEED OF ENCODING OF HEVC ENCODER 

Newest codecs are more complex and need more time to encode video. There are 

different ways how to accelerate the encoding. We have concentrated in this paragraph 

on the three options: predefined quality profiles, the newer architecture of PC and the 

newest version of the encoder. Predefined quality profiles can change the balance 

between the speed of encoding and the quality. Unanswered questions are: How much 

can have predefined quality profiles change the encoding speed? What is the 

performance of the new version of the encoder? Can the new processor architecture 

improve the speed of video encoding? Answers for the aforementioned questions are 

in the next paragraphs. 
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Implementation x265 was used as an HEVC encoder. The encoder is able to 

measure the time needed to encode video by itself. There were defined only bitrates 

and profiles. For a set of tested videos were chosen only two videos “Life” and “Tree” 

but with different kinds of videos. Only Full HD resolution of video sequences was 

chosen. Consumption of time by encoding with profile “Placebo” is enormous and 

therefore was chosen only these two videos. In research, there were used only full 

reference objective metrics to evaluate videos. It was chosen only a few most used 

metrics, PSNR and VQM. Hardware parameters of used computers are in Table 5.  

Table 5: Parameters of used computers. 

Name CPU Architecture Core/Threat Frequency SP Flops 

C2D C2D-E6700 Conroe 2/2 2.66 GHz 42,4 GFlops 

i5 i5-3550 Ivy Bridge 4/4 3.3 GHz 220,7 GFlops 

i7 i7-2600 Sandy Bridge 4/8 3.4 GHz 219,7 GFlops 

3.1.1 Results of predefined quality profiles 

In this chapter, was focus on how affect the predefined quality profiles to encoding 

speed and video quality can have. In this section, computer i5 is used only. On the 

horizontal axis in Figure 9 and Figure 10 is the value of frames per second. On the left 

side of graphs starts the best quality profiles and gradually to the right side are the 

faster profiles. Faster profiles have small problems with utilizing all cores in Intel 

Core i5. The “Medium” profile was chosen by the x265 creators as the default profile. 

In my own opinion, it could be said that this is not the best choice. The usage of 

“Slow” profile provides a considerable increase of quality at the expense of 

compression slow down measured with all the objective metrics. Therefore, I 

recommend using this profile as the default because it is the best compromise between 

the image quality and the time needed for compression.  

 

Figure 9: Results of the speed of encoding and image quality by using PSNR metrics. 
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Figure 10: Results of the speed of encoding and image quality by using VQM metrics. 

3.1.2 Results of versions of HEVC encoder   

The following paragraph deals with the different versions of the encoder HEVC. 

Two differently old versions of the same HEVC encoder implementation were chosen. 

The time difference between both versions is exactly one year. The dependency of 

encoding efficiency and the speed of encoding on the version of the encoder is shown 

in Figure 11.  

    
   a) PSNR for video Tree     ) PSNR for video Life 

   
 e) VQM for video Tree                                             f) VQM for video Life 

Figure 11: Impact of the version of the encoder on the speed of encoding and video quality. 
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The best quality profiles (e.g. “Placebo”) start on the left side of graphs and 

gradually, results for faster profiles (e.g. “UltraFast”) are indicated on the right side. 

Name of dependencies (Legend) in figures is presented as follows: „version of the 

video codec_name of the video_bitrate”. Results show that different versions of the 

same encoder have a different influence on the speed of encoding and on the final 

video quality. For example, the speed of the encoding was 2.5 fps whereas, with the 

new version of the encoder the speed of encoding was 7 fps (see Figure 11 a)). The 

PSNR is increased from 35.0 dB (old version of the encoder) to 35.8 dB (new version 

of the encoder). The performance of the old version of the encoder is not uniform. 

Especially, in the case of “Ultrafast” profile, the speed of encoding is increased from 

9 fps to 22 fps for video “Tree” while the changes in video quality are negligible.  

3.1.3 Results of impact of processor architecture 

In this paragraph, we focus on the study of the influence of processor architecture 

from the point of encoding speed. Furthermore, we explore the impact of the newer 

instruction set of the processor on the video quality. The speed of encoding as the 

dependence of fps vs. objective metric on the processor architecture is shown in Figure 

12. Name of dependencies in figures is presented as follows: “the name of the 

PC_name of the video_bitrate”.  

         
        a) PSNR video Tree                                    b) PSNR video Life 

  
                e) VQM video Tree                                             f) VQM video Life 

Figure 12: Impact of the architecture of processor on the speed of encoding and video quality. 

In this study, only the new version of HEVC encoder was used. We know that, 

theoretically, the processor with C2D has approximately five times weaker computing 

performance than other two processors. What effect have this on the encoding 
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performance? The impact of processor cores for some implementations is 

insignificant, for example for the default HM implementation. This implementation 

can handle only with one core. For example, the speed of the encoding on C2D with 

quality profile “Medium” for video “Tree” at bitrate 10 Mbps was just 0.6 fps whereas, 

with the processor i5 it is 7 fps, respectively (see Figure 12 a) ). When we compare 

the speed of encoding on C2D and on i5, where i5 has a clock frequency higher about 

24 %, the encoding speed of i5 is faster by 1200 %. It is an extreme speed up of the 

encoding. In the profile “Fast” the difference between i5 and i7 is only a few percents. 

3.1.4 Conclusion of Speed of Encoding 

As can be seen from the results, the predefined quality profiles fundamentally 

change the balance between the video quality and speed of encoding. Bearing in 

consideration all the results “Slow” profile is the best one in my own opinion. In the 

case of a higher quality profile, the quality increase is not too high to compensate for 

the expenditure of time. The bitrate increase of the output compressed videos prolongs 

the time of compression. Three times higher bitrate needs about twice longer time to 

encode video. If the fast speed of encoding is a priority I recommend choosing 

“Superfast” profile. The profile “Very Fast” and “Faster” provide very similar image 

quality like a “Superfast” but the speed of encoding is slower. “Ultrafast” profile is a 

special case. This profile has extremely poor image quality but needs the shortest time 

to encode. This profile is recommended only for some specialized case like a real-

time encoding on some low powerful devices. Results show that a new version of the 

HEVC encoder has a higher influence on the video quality and speed of the encoding 

is also higher. It was proved that PC with advanced architecture (but with the same 

clock frequency and with the same number of cores) could grow the speed of encoding 

by five times in comparison with old PC. 

3.2 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE HEVC ENCODING IN FULL HD 

AND ULTRA HD 

In this chapter, the usage of different implementations of HEVC is proposed where 

some of them can take advantage of a multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU). The 

others are accelerated by using the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The different 

predefined quality profiles are also used. Another aspect was to compare power 

consumption and utilization of components in a computer depending on different 

HEVC implementations. It can be used software or hardware accelerated encoding. 

3.2.1 Types of encoders 

Software encoding. The CPU performs encoding. The codec can be modified but 

encoding still works. The video quality for a given implementation is always the same, 

independent on the type of CPU. This does not apply to the encoding speed. It widely 

varies on the type of architecture and performance of the CPU. 
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• HM (HEVC Test Model) 

The reference software for HEVC is called HM. It is made to provide a reference 

implementation of the HEVC standard [9]. 

• x265 free implementation 
Its main goals are to offer the highest possible quality at a given bitrate and to be 

the fastest and most efficient HEVC encoder. In our test, the fastest preset "Ultrafast" 

and the preset with the best quality "Placebo" was used [4]. 

• Turing codec 
Turing is an HEVC software video encoder for efficient video compression with 

extra low memory consumption. The implementation is optimized for fast encoding 

of Ultra HD video content [10]. 

 

Hardware encoding uses a dedicated media processor, in our case, the GPU. The 

hardware is designed for a defined set of codecs. The major manufacturers of graphics 

cards already have a built-in ASIC IP block on the latest GPU that performs video 

encoding. It is Intel Quick Sync Video (QSV) and NVidia ENCoder (NVENC). 

• Nvidia NVENC 
From the Kepler architecture, NVIDIA GPUs contain a hardware-based encoder, 

which provides fully accelerated video encoding. It is independent of the graphics 

performance of the GPU. With complete encoding offloaded to NVENC, the graphics 

engine and the CPU are free for other tasks [11]. 

• Intel Quick Sync Video 

The QSV uses the dedicated media processor to make video processing fast with 

sufficient quality. In our test, the fastest preset and preset with the best quality was 

used [12]. 

3.2.2 Used Videos and computers Metrics 

The research was performed on uncompressed video clips in Ultra HD and Full HD 

resolution. Full HD content was created by down-sampling using FFmpeg. We used 

three 20-second long video sequences. In the graphs, the video tree has a blue color, 

red is Duck and cobra is green. Two quality levels were chosen, 5 Mbps and 20 Mbps. 

Parameters of used implementations are in Table 6. 

For the realization of the tests, a personal computer was used where software 

encoding and encoding by NVENC was performed. A laptop was used for QSV 

encoding. The reason for using a laptop was that we did not have a PC with the latest 

Skylake architecture that would support QSV HEVC encoding. Therefore, it is not 

possible to directly compare QSV with other encoders. This gives us at least an 

approximate preview of the quality and speed of encoding.  
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Table 6: Parameters of used implementations. 

Codec Version Preset Symbol in graphs 

HM 15.0 / A 

X265 2.1 
Placebo B 

Ultrafast C 

Turing 1.01 
Slow D 

Fast E 

NVENC 2.57 
H.265 H 

H.264 I 

QSV 3.00 
Best F 

Fastest G 

 

3.2.3 Power Consumption, Speed of Encoding and Video Quality 

Important aspects of encoding are not only video quality and speed of encoding. 

Power consumption is also a very important aspect. The power consumption of the 

whole PC consumed from the electrical network was measured. Energy consumption, 

which is listed in Table 7, represents only increase in power consumption against its 

idle state. The inaccuracy of various computers is partly eliminated by this method. 

The result of power consumption suggests that implementation HM is not able to fully 

use the possibilities of the CPU. For this reason, power consumption is lower than in 

other software implementations. Utilization of the computer and power consumption 

are similar for Turing and x265 encoders. Utilization of RAM (Random-Access 

Memory) by the encoder is the lowest in the Turing encoder. The NVENC hardware 

encoder, in comparison with the non-reference implementation, has energy 

consumption about 20 % lower. The QSV encoder has the lowest power consumption. 

This is not directly comparable with the other encoders. As already mentioned, the 

QSV encoder uses a different computer. 

Table 7: Power and sources consumption. 

Encoder 

Power 

consumption 

[W] 

CPU 

Load [%] 

GPU Load 

[%] 

VE Load 

[%] 

Used RAM 

[MB] 

HM 32 17 0 0 1275 

X265 79 99 0 0 2786 

Turing 81 92 0 0 180 

NVENCH.264 67 14 18 84 620 

NVENCH.265 65 11 12 94 840 

QSV 17 45 36 68 706 
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The results obtained from the objective metrics suggest that the speed of encoding 

depends a lot on the kind of encoder. As can be seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14, the 

x265 encoder with preset "Placebo" and Turing with preset "Slow" have similar 

encoding speeds. The Turing encoder with preset "Fast" is ten times faster. The x265 

implementation with "Placebo" preset is two hundred times faster. Five times slower 

than the x265 "Placebo", is the reference implementation HM. Encoding in Full HD 

is approximately three times faster than encoding in Ultra HD. This applies to the 

software and hardware encoding. The PSNR quality of the HM encoder is better about 

0.5 dB than the x265 implementation with the predefined profile “Placebo”.  The 

overall quality of NVENC is comparable with software implementations. The 

NVENC H.265 encoder is capable of encoding four Full HD streams parallelly in real-

time. In the case of Ultra HD, it is one stream. The quality of the QSV encoder is one 

class lower, however, the encoding speed is still high. QSV with preset "best" is five 

times slower than the QSV preset "fastest". The HM encoder has about 3 dB higher 

PSNR quality than QSV "Fast". To obtain four times higher bitrate, approximately 

30 % longer time is needed to encode video. In the case of hardware encoding, the 

time is around 10 % longer. Encoding speed depends just slightly on the type of the 

video sequence. Non-reference software implementation can fully utilize the potential 

of a powerful PC. This results in significantly faster video encoding with just a small 

impact on image quality. 

  
               a) PSNR Full HD              b) PSNR Ultra HD 

  
              e) VQM Full HD                f) VQM Ultra HD 

Figure 13: Results of quality and speed of encoding for videos with bitrate of 5 Mbps. 
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                  a) PSNR Full HD                a) PSNR Ultra HD 

  
              c) VQM Full HD               c) VQM Ultra HD 

Figure 14: Results of quality and speed of encoding for videos with bitrate 20 Mbps. 

The difference between the video quality of the reference implementation, Turing 

and x265 encoders, with the highest quality preset, is insignificant. The hardware 

NVENC encoder is about six thousand times faster than the reference HM with no 

enormous difference in quality. The high speed of encoding, sufficient quality, and 

low power consumption can be achieved by the NVENC H.265 encoder. This encoder 

can be claimed as a “good encoding tool”.  

4  VISUAL QUALITY IN STEREOSCOPIC TV 

4.1 DATABASE OF STEREOSCOPIC SEQUENCES WITH KNOWN 

PARAMETERS 

The perception of the spatial effect of the 3D video is influenced by several factors. 

One of the most interesting and crucial factors is the content of the video sequence. 

The content of the scene can be described by particular parameters. The parameters 

have to describe spatial, temporal, depth and brightness distribution in sequences. Was 

created a database of the stereo video sequences complete with their quantified 

parameters, which express their contents. Was executed a subjective test with this 

database [13]. 

4.1.1 Stereoscopic sequences and their parameters 

Was created short uncompressed sequences with various properties. For the 

investigation and detection of the influence of impact of one of the previously 
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mentioned parameters, the database should contain groups of sequences with similar 

parameters. Various groups should mutually differ always in one property. The video 

sequences are uncompressed due to the elimination of the influence of coding. The 

main parameters of the video sequences are the following: resolution is Full HD and 

framerate is 25. 

This database is created primarily for a purpose of investigation of the influence of 

scene parameters on spatial percept. Therefore, the parameters of sequences and their 

calculation are important. In order to preserve the clarity and acceptable amount of 

sequence groups, we have selected four parameters, which determine a division into 

groups and three subsidiary parameters. Basic parameters are SI, TI, Depth Map 

Range (DR) and Brightness Median (BM) of the sequences. The subsidiary 

parameters are SSIM between left and right images, the Percentile of Brightness (BP) 

and amount of details in the sequence (ID). The basic parameters of the sequences 

used in the subjective test are shown in Figure 15. In the graph, there are plotted 

cumulative boxplot for each property. The sequences are sort by the division to 

groups.  

 

Figure 15: Basics parameters of sequences used in the subjective test. 

4.1.2 Subjective test with Database 

For the purpose of showing the usefulness of a created database, was executed a 

simple subjective test. The subjective test was focused on the investigation of the 

impact of the video sequences parameters on the spatial perception. In this order, we 

strive to eliminate all other aspects influencing a spatial perception. Therefore, the 

video sequences are played uncompressed. The respondents were asked: How do you 

like this scene (attractiveness)? The respondents were informed that the first question 

is focused on their enjoyment, so they do not evaluate the potential errors in 

sequences. 

The aim of the evaluation was finding of dependency of the evaluation by the 

respondents on the parameters of video sequences. The dependency of the MOS of 
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attractiveness on the basic parameters SI, TI, DR and BM are shown in Figure 16. 

Was empirically determined coefficient K which is given by following formula 

 𝐾 =
𝑆𝐼+𝑇𝐼+𝐷𝑅∙5

𝐵𝑀
.    (1) 

From the results, we can see that DR has greatest the impact to the attractiveness, 

therefore DR has greater weight in relation. The attractiveness rises with the increase 

of all parameters except BM, there for BM is in the denominator. The coefficient K 

determined with good probability evaluation of the feeling of respondents. The 

dependency of the attractiveness on the parameter K is shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Dependencies of the MOS of attractiveness on the parameters of sequences and on the 
proposed parameter K. 

The results of the test with quantified video content, that allow examining the 

influence of the spatial information, temporal information and depth map rang, were 

obtained. The attractiveness of the sequences has the strongest dependency on the 

depth map range. In accordance with the test, the parameter K was proposed. 

4.2 MODELS FOR COMPARISON OF COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS 

FOR 3DTV 

This chapter focuses on a study of different compression algorithms for 

stereoscopic videos. The H.264 AVC and upcoming HEVC standards as well as their 

multiview extensions H.264 - MVC and H.265 - Multiview HEVC are considered. 

Objective video quality metrics are used to analyze the compression efficiency of the 

considered codecs, extended with results from subjective tests. The correlation 

between the objective and subjective scores for stereoscopic videos are statistically 

analyzed. The last important outcome is the creation of objective models for the best 

correlation with subjective stereoscopic video quality. Some parts of this chapter are 

a joint work with Ondrej Kaller [14].  

As the source of 3D video sequences, was used four samples which are available in 

database [15]. All these sequences were in Full HD resolution for each view and had 

a frame rate of 25 frames per second. It was used videos “Basketball”, “Poznan-Hall”, 

“WishingWell” and “Train”. The selected video sequences cover a wide variety of 
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parameters. As input to encoders, only bitrates were defined together with searching 

motion range without any other system parameter modification and without any 

tuning of the encoders. Target bitrates were adjusted between 0.5 Mbps and 4 Mbps. 

4.2.1 Coding efficiency of modern stereoscopic encoders 

The results of objective metrics show that the performance of a standard codec and 

the mutual comparison is highly content dependent. For several content types, the 

multiview coding gain is significant, while for other contents the multiview coding 

only brings undesired overhead with no performance improvement. Objectively 

measured quality of the some of the encoded sequences can be seen in Figure 17. 

Overall, the codecs belonging to the same standard exhibit very similar performance 

with differences in PSNR in the order of 1 to 3 dB.  

 

 

Figure 17: Results of objective metrics for Basketball and WishingWell. 

Now let us focus on the subjective test. Results of subjective tests for all sequences 

and codecs are presented in Figure 20. A legend in the figure is presented as follows: 

"First is the numbering and after that is the name of the video sequence, used encoder 

and target bitrate. The last column presents the MOS". The results show that the 

scattering of the test subject's evaluation in the subjective test is large. For this reason, 

it was necessary to evaluate the participants who acted as outliers. There are two 
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hypotheses about outlier rate. First, there is a difference in variance of QoE evaluation 

among the sequences. Second, the variance is larger at the beginning and at the end 

of the testing session, due to disorientation and fatigue. We can prove that in our 

subjective test, after significantly lower outlier parts (first 8 video sequences) the rest 

of the evaluation time has uniform outlier rate. This hypothesis can be seen in Figure 

18. In these graphs, the blue color indicates the results which were below the 

permissible deviation. The results marked in yellow color are those that were above 

the error of the mean.  

 
 

Figure 18: Dependence of outliers on the sequence and on the playing time. 

The correlation between objective and subjective methods is plotted in Figure 19. 

The black markers represent the video "Basketball", whereas red, green and blue 

colors indicate videos "PoznanHall", "Train" and "WishingWell", respectively. After 

a thorough comparison of all objective and subjective scores, it can be concluded that 

in our case the VQM objective metric best reflects the user's QoE for compressed 3D 

videos. 

 

Figure 19: Dependence of objective metrics on the subjective test. 
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Figure 20: Results of the subjective stereoscopic test.  
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4.2.2 Generic creation of Models for 3D Video 

Although the VQM metric has the highest correlation, it is still not ideal for 

evaluating 3D videos. We thus propose our own model, which better models our 

subjective test results. Such a model should provide sufficient general predictions at 

least for content with similar parameters as the used video sequences. This section 

describes the model proposal, validation and verification of the models, and a 

description of each proposed model is provided at the end. We have several objective 

parameters specifying Source Referent Contents (SRCs) as SI, TI and disparity. Other 

parameters describe our interventions -- Hypothetical Reference Conditions (HRCs) 

as PSNR, SSIM or VQM coefficients.  Now we are focusing on model estimation 

methods. The simplest and very common model estimation method for the General 

Linear Model (GLM) is Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The OLS method minimizes 

the sum of squared residuals, which are the differences between the observed values 

and the estimated values of the quantity of interest. In our case, these values are the 

median of subjectively estimated quality (MOS) and the modeled MOS value. As we 

cannot exclude the correlation of regressors, Generalized Least Squares (GLS) has 

been utilized as the model estimation method. 

 

Figure 21: Model - verification and validation process. 

The flowchart in Figure 21 shows the process of setting models (left column), their 

verification (middle one) and validation (right column). The right column of the 

flowchart in Figure 21 describes the process of model validation. For this purpose, a 

validation dataset has been added, other video sequences than those used in the 

subjective test. The validation data is fully independent. Validation is done by 
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calculating the standard deviation of the model results and MOS values. The bar graph 

in Figure 22 shows MOS values and a gray box containing 50 % of voted quality. 

Three various point estimations of MOS, as the three corresponding linear models 

results, are plotted as color cross marks. The colored background refers to the 

validation content SRCs 1-8. 

 

Figure 22: Validation chart - The MOS values of validation data and their model’s predictions. 

4.2.3 Innovative Models for 3D Video Content 

The results of the models are in this subsection. Table 8 sums up the model's 

accuracy and verifications, as well as Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). The σ 

denotes the standard deviation per sample. It is calculated for the original (training) 

data, verification data and through both datasets (designated ∑). The standard 

deviation has not been calculated for the PSNR metric. This metric does not have a 

defined range. The standard deviation for Model VI. cannot be calculated separately 

for original and validation data because both datasets are used as the input data of the 

model. 
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Table 8: Models description, their standard deviation and PCC. 

Model Description Regressors 

σ/sample [%] 
PCC 

[-] 
Original 

data 

Validation 

data 
∑ 

PSNR Generic PSNR PSNR - - - 0.411 

SSIM Generic SSIM SSIM 46.54 43.09 45.40 0.547 

VQM Generic VQM VQM 32.06 15.65 26.59 
-

0.567 

I. VQM optimized 
si_loss, hv_loss, hv_gain, color1, 

si_gain, contati, color2 
13.80 25.51 17.70 0.631 

II. AIC minimized PSNR, SI, TI, color2, d50 8.57 26.37 14.50 0.713 

III. aR2 maximized VQM, TI, si_gain, d95 8.51 21.00 12.67 0.811 

IV. VQM adjusted VQM 19.36 13.94 17.55 0.671 

V. Crossoptimized TI, hv_gain, color1 19.65 12.71 17.34 0.675 

VI. Full-data model 
SI, si_loss, si_gain, contati, color2, 

d05, d50, dDR 
- 10.91 0.889 

4.2.4 Conclusion of objective model for stereoscopic video 

After a thorough comparison of all objective and subjective scores, it can be 

concluded that the VQM objective metric best reflects the user's QoE for 3D video 

content. However, even this metric does not reach a very high correlation with our 

subjective test. From the point of view of outlier rate, it can be concluded that our 

assumption, that the variance of results is larger at the beginning and at the end of the 

testing session, due to disorientation and fatigue, was wrong. It was proved that in the 

subjective test, after a significantly better beginning part, the rest of the evaluation has 

uniform outlier rate. Dependence of the number of outliers on the sequence was not 

significant. For better modeling of our results, six new models of objective metrics 

were created. These models have been validated and verified on other 3D video 

sequences and compared to the general VQM model. Table 8 lists the most important 

data of our models, such as model descriptions, regressors, and their standard 

deviations. Model III has the highest correlation with MOS for our dataset. This 

model, compared to a general VQM metric that had 32 % deviation, had only 8 % 

standard deviation. When we consider our source data and validation data, then Model 

VI had the smallest standard deviation. On the other hand, the most regressors are 

included in this model and the model is trained on the original input video sequences 

as well as on validation sequences. The model, which is the most balanced in all areas, 

is Model V. The standard deviation for the original sequence is one third lower than 

for the general VQM. The deviation for the validation data is also slightly lower than 

for the classic VQM. Another benefit is that only three regressors enter the model 

calculation. Model V, for these reasons, can be determined as the most appropriate 

model due to its great versatility and sufficient accuracy.  
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5  CONCLUSION 

The dissertation focuses on visual quality and multimedia services in broadband 

networks. Additional research was carried out to extend the state of the art. It dealt 

with the quality of services available in the Czech Republic. These were DVB-S, 

DVB-S2 and DVB-T services. Real transmission capacity of the multiplex was 

measured as well as the bitrate of individual TV programs. It can be observed how the 

bit rate and video quality changes over time, during the day.  

The first goal was to evaluate the coding efficiency of modern encoding standards, 

including the comparison of objective and subjective metrics, as well as the impact of 

sequences with high frame rate. The test results show that there is not such a 

significant difference between HEVC and VP9 encoders. In most cases, the results 

are similar on lower bitrates, but HEVC is better at higher bitrates. The encoding speed 

of the HEVC codec is an advantage. As an interesting fact, it may seem that in some 

cases, the MOS scores for Full HD and UHD video sequences sometimes show higher 

QoE for Full HD content. Such a phenomenon is probably caused by different features 

of Full HD/UHD resolutions. The human vision can more tolerate an image with 

fuzzy edges than an image with distortions, due to lower bitrates. Similar findings can 

be seen in the HFR videos. Based on the SROCC analysis, for standard objective 

metrics, it was determined that the VQM objective metric best reflects the user’s QoE 

for Full HD and UHD videos. The difference in correlations between the resolutions 

is insignificant. In the case of advanced objective metrics, according to PCC, results 

indicate that VSNR, VQM, NQM and ST-MAD metrics have a good correlation with 

the subjective scores. The PSNR values estimated by the HEVC encoder and 

calculated by a professional tool revealed slight differences (lower than 2 dB). The 

difference is mostly constant for different bitrates and sequences. Dependence of 

PSNR and SSIM values on the video frames show that values for each frame of the 

sequence are different due to different spatial and temporal information. Such 

behavior also depends on the used compression tool. A dominant part of the objective 

video metrics calculates the average value based on the image quality in each frame. 

On the other hand, the observer provides a worse evaluation for a video in which the 

quality has a steep drop. Videos with the same average quality with no drop in quality 

obtain a better subjective score. This is the biggest drawback of all objective metrics. 

The end of the chapter focused on videos with a high frame rate. In the case of HFR 

videos, it can be concluded that if it is possible to have high bitrate, then viewers 

clearly prefer videos with higher frame rates. Observers almost did not see the 

difference in the QoE if a frame rate of 24 and 30 fps was set. On the other hand, with 

the option of 30 and 60 fps, evaluation is extremely dependent on the type of sequence. 

Viewers clearly preferred a frame rate of 60 fps in dynamic videos. In contrast to this 

fact, the preferred frame rate in static sequences was 30 fps. Preference of dynamic 

videos in the HFR version can be caused by the properties of this sequence. The 

viewer appreciates greater fluency over the detailed texture of the image.  
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The second goal was to find out how to get faster video encoding as well as what 

software and hardware aspects have the most impact on it. Speeding-up encoding can 

be done by using predefined quality profiles which change the balance between the 

speed of encoding and the video quality. It is important, from the results, to notice the 

following. A “Placebo” quality profile did not provide quality improvement and due 

to the extremely long encoding time, it should be used only by people who do not care 

about time. Bearing in consideration all the results, the “Slow” profile is the best one 

in my own opinion. In the case of a higher quality profile, the quality increase is not 

high enough to compensate for the expenditure of time. If fast encoding speed is a 

priority, I recommend choosing the “Superfast” profile. Subsequent results indicate 

that new version of the HEVC encoder has an influence on increasing both video 

quality and encoding speed. It was proven that a PC with an advanced architecture 

could increase the speed of encoding by five times in comparison with an old PC. By 

comparing software encoders to hardware encoders, it can be observed that the 

difference in quality is negligible, but the difference in encoding speed is huge. The 

difference between the video quality of the reference implementation, Turing and 

x265 encoders, with the highest quality preset, is insignificant. The hardware NVENC 

encoder is about six thousand times faster than the reference software HM with no 

dramatic difference in quality.  

The third goal was to examine visual quality in stereoscopic television systems. At 

the beginning, a custom video database was created. In this database, different 

parameters of each sequence were calculated. The subjective test were performed. The 

coefficient "K" was then determined which gives us an estimate of how the sequence 

will appeal to the user. The visual quality degradation by encoding is not considered 

in this section. The next part focuses on a study of different compression algorithms 

for stereoscopic videos. The H.264 AVC and upcoming HEVC standards, as well as 

their multiview extensions H.264 MVC and H.265 – Multiview HEVC, are 

considered. Objective video quality metrics were used to analyse the compression 

efficiency of the considered codecs, extended with results from subjective tests. 

Overall, the codecs belonging to the same standard (AVC, MVC and HEVC, MV-

HEVC) exhibit very similar performance. The results of objective metrics show that 

the performance of a standard codec and the mutual comparison is highly content 

dependent. After evaluating the coding efficiency, it was necessary to determine 

which 2D metric has the greatest correlation with the subjective 3D test. For these 

purposes, SROCC and PCC were applied to the results. Although the VQM metric 

has the highest correlation, it is still not ideal for evaluating 3D videos. We thus 

propose our own model, which better models our subjective test results. Six new 

models of objective metrics were created. These models have been validated and 

verified on other 3D video sequences and compared to the general VQM model. The 

best of the models had about half the error-rate than the classic VQM metric.  
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ABSTRACT 

The doctoral thesis is focused on the analysis of signal processing in future 

broadband multimedia networks and systems, where ultra-high definition televisions 

(UHDTV), high frame rate (HFR) videos and stereoscopic systems (3D) are expected. 

These systems will enable very high source coding and compression of video, audio 

and data, and also very effective transmission, even in free-to-air television 

broadcasting (e.g. DVB-T2) or on-demand television systems (e.g. IPTV). The aim of 

the work is to analyse and evaluate video quality based on objective metrics and 

subjective tests. The work also focuses on the analysis of perceived quality in 

stereoscopic televisions, the coding efficiency of modern stereoscopic encoders and 

the influence of stereoscopic sequences on user comfort. 

ABSTRAKT 

Téma doktorské práce je zaměřeno na analýzu zpracování signálů v 

širokopásmových multimediálních sítích a systémech budoucnosti, kde se 

předpokládají systémy s ultra vysokým rozlišením (UHDTV), vysokým snímkovým 

kmitočtem (HFR) a stereoskopické systémy (3D). Tyto systémy budou umožňovat 

vysoce účinnou zdrojovou kompresi obrazu, zvuku a dat a také jejich vysoce účinný 

přenos, a to jak při volném vysílání (např. DVB-T2), tak ve službách placené televize 

(např. IPTV). Cílem práce je analýza a vyhodnocení kvality obrazu a služeb v těchto 

systémech na základě objektivních metrik a subjektivních testů. Práce se dále 

zaměřuje na analýzu vnímané kvality u stereoskopické televize, kódovací účinnost 

moderních stereoskopických enkoderů a vlivu sekvencí na uživatelský komfort. 


